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WHAT WE WILL 
LOOK AT 

Normal thyroid function

Hyperthyroidism

Hypothyroidism

How to manage thyroid 
dysfunction in pregnancy 



THE NEGATIVE FEEDBACK LOOP



• Critical for brain and somatic development 

in the child and metabolic activity in the 

adult

• Thyroid hormone must be constantly 

available

• TBG buffer for storage and uniform 

distribution of T4 and T3

• 80% of T3 is produced in extrathyroidal

tissues

• Works to modify protein synthesis and 

substrate turnover

• Major systems targeted – bone, heart and 

regulation of metabolism

• Reverse T3 has no biological activity



THYROID TESTING AND IODINE

• TSH – add on T4 and T3 if abnormal

• Thyroid antibodies - thyroid peroxidase and TSH receptor antibodies

• 6 weeks after a dose change to achieve biochemical stability

• Iodine is essential – only available through food/supplement
Seafood, dairy, vegetables and salt

• RDI for pregnancy – 250ugm/day                                (ATA guidelines)

• The increasing thyroid hormone requirement of pregnancy means more iodine is needed 

• Active TSH appears 12/40

• Full hormone synthesis in the fetus about 20/40



Karaca Z et al, Eur J Endocrinol 2010.

Increase 

in size

Increase 

in daily iodine

requirement

Autoantibody titres

decrease – 60% in second

half of pregnancy

and T3 



ADAPTATION TO NORMAL PREGNANCY

Should be trimester specific normal range

TSH
First trimester:  0.1–2.5 mIU/L
Second trimester:  0.2–3.0 mIU/L
Third trimester:  0.3–3.0 mIU/L

FT4 
Reference intervals in pregnancy vary widely between 
methods so need method-specific ranges

Stagnaro-Green A, Guidelines of the American 
Thyroid Association, Thyroid 2011



SCREENING

Regular screening in healthy adults is not advised

Screen TSH for women with oligomenorrhoea

Pregnancy or pre-pregnancy screening is advised for 
subfertility 
history of miscarriage
known antibody positivity
Type 1 Diabetes 
Head/neck irradiation          Negro, JCEM, 2010

Some disagreement over screening                     

ESA and ATA guidelines



HYPERTHYROIDISM

• Graves disease

• Multinodular goitre

• Toxic adenoma

• Thyroiditis – viral and postpartum

• Hyperemesis

• Medications – amiodarone, whole 

thyroid, biotin

High T4 and suppressed TSH



SYMPTOMS OF HYPERTHYROIDISM



INVESTIGATIONS
Examination – eye signs, goitre, nodule

Thyroid tests, thyroid antibodies, CRP, TSH receptor antibodies

Thyroid scintiscan

Thyroid ultrasound scan

Thyroid FNA - nodules



TREATMENT
PTU and CBZ both effect the immune system and decrease thyroid hormone 
synthesis

Carbimazole to stabilise

Consider radioactive iodine or thyroidectomy

Consider long term carbimazole

Duration of treatment depends on aetiology

If radioactive iodine – no pregnancy for 6 months

PTU if carbimazole not tolerated



HYPOTHYROIDISM – NON PREGNANT ADULTS

Clinical symptoms

Testing is accurate                                 HIGH TSH LOW T4

Causes – autoimmune, surgery, radioactive iodine, pituitary disease

Subclinical vs true hypothyroidism

?when to treat
 Persisting or significant TSH elevation

 Low T4

 Thyroid antibody positive

 Pregnancy plans

Treat with T4 – levothyroxine to achieve normalisation of TSH



PREGNANCY - WHAT COULD GO WRONG?

Women could have

1.  Known hyperthyroidism on treatment

2.  Known hypothyroidism on treatment

3.  Hyperemesis and new hyperthyroidism 
Examine, rehydrate, measure antibodies, monitor

4.  New diagnosis of hyperthyroid/hypothyroidism with pregnancy

5.  Thyroid antibody positivity and “normal thyroid function”  



HYPERTHYROIDISM IN PREGNANCY

Carbimazole standard treatment for adults

Congenital malformations; 1 in 4-10,000 births
Clementi JCEM 2010

PTU recommended in the first trimester

PTU associated with LFT change in Mum

1;10,000 chance of fulminant hepatitis

Review treatment of hyperthyroidism prior to conception ?still required  ? Give 

I 131 prior to pregnancy ?minimise doses

Subclinical hyperthyroidism does not require treatment during pregnancy.  Aim is to keep 

TSH low so the fetal thyroid is not suppressed



OVER PREGNANCY

2-4 weekly thyroid function tests

Often come off PTU in later pregnancy (Graves Disease)

Carbimazole for lactation

First 6/12 postpartum a time of instability

If carbimazole doses very high then measure 
neonatal thyroid tests



PREGNANCY MANAGEMENT

A woman with a history of Graves disease treated with  radioactive iodine or 
thyroidectomy can still have TSH receptor antibodies cross the placenta and 
stimulate the fetal thyroid.  

• Measure TSH receptor antibodies – can be monitored over pregnancy

• Monitor fetal heart rate (>160 bpm)

• Look for fetal goitre

• Monitor fetal growth

• Look for advanced bone age 

• Treat Mum with PTU to reach fetus and possibly replace with thyroxine



HYPOTHYROIDISM AND PREGNANCY
Women on thyroxine should plan pregnancy

TSH on stopping contraception and at conception

Thyroxine doses should be increased 25-30% at conception (Maraka, 2018)

Regularly monitored over the first 15 weeks then less frequently

Doses decrease at delivery

Poorly treated increases risk of preterm delivery, miscarriage, intellectual 
impairment

All women who are trying for pregnancy on thyroxine need to be advised to talk to 

their doctor as soon as they receive a positive pregnancy test.  Thyroxine doses must 

then be increased aiming for TSH < 2.5 for first 20/40



Life is really simple – but we insist on making it 
complicated 

Confucius 

(551 – 497 BC)



THYROID AUTOIMMUNITY

10 - 20% of all pregnant women in the first trimester of pregnancy 
are antibody positive and euthyroid

Associated with 

Unexplained subfertility

Miscarriage

 Recurrent miscarriage

 Preterm birth

Development of hypothyroidism during pregnancy

Maternal postpartum thyroiditis

 ??Lower scores on intellectual and motor development

ATA Guidelines. Thangaratinam et al, BMJ 2011. van den Boogaard et al, Hum Reprod Update 2011.



META ANALYSIS 2016 (MARAKA, THYROID 26;580)



SUBCLINICAL HYPOTHYROIDISM

Elevated TSH with normal T4 and T3              

Mixed data with SCH

No evidenced based consensus reached on if/when/how to treat women with 
SCH wanting pregnancy or pregnant

Current practice – ATA guidelines 2017

 Treat if TSH > 4mIU/L and pregnant

 If antibody positive consider treatment if TSH > 2.5 mIU/L

 In women trying to conceive no guideline



QUESTIONS REMAIN…

Should all pregnant women be screened for thyroid disease? If so, 
should it occur prior to pregnancy? 

Will treatment of subclinical hypothyroidism in pregnant women 
decrease the occurrence of adverse events in the mother, 
developing foetus, or both? 

Will treatment of women who are euthyroid but test positive for 
thyroid antibodies decrease the rate of miscarriage and preterm 
delivery? 



TAKE HOME MESSAGES

The importance of the thyroid is only apparent when there is dysfunction

Be aware of women’s thyroid history

Be proactive around thyroid management for pregnancy

Clear thyroid dysfunction should be treated

Management of subclinical hypothyroidism is tricky and the evidence will 
continue to shift  


